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Given lattices L, and L,, their rectangular product L,O L, is the set of ordered pairs 
(a, b) E L, x L,, with a and b not zero, together with (0,O). Alternatively: 
L, 0 L, = I @ ((L,\(O)) x &\(O))). 
If L, and L, are face lattices of convex polytopes, then L, 0 L, is the lattice of faces of the 
(topological) product of these polytopes. If L, and L, are concept lattices in the sense of 
Wille, then L, Cl L, is the concept lattice of the semiproduct of the underlying contexts. 
In this article, properties which are preserved (or not preserved) by rectangular products are 
discussed, and necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a lattice to be a rectangular 
product. 
1. Introduction 
If (L, v, A) is a bounded lattice, and F an order filter on L, we can define a 
new lattice 1 G9 F (using Jonsson’s notation [ll]) which is simply the filter with a 
new smallest element 0 appended. It is not difficult to see that 1 Cl9 F is a join 
sublattice of L, with its. meet given by 
x/\y= 
x~y ifxr\yeF 
0 otherwise. 
Since order filters are the set complements of order ideals, the construction above 
can also be obtained by deleting an order ideal from L, and then appending a 
new 0. 
In case L is a complemented modular lattice, and a lattice ideal is deleted, we 
obtain a Wilcox lattice (see Maeda [13], p. 14). When L is a projective geometry, 
and the ideal is the principal ideal generated by a coatom, the resulting lattice is 
an afine geometry (as characterized by the author in [2]). 
This example can be carried a step further. Suppose now that L is the lattice of 
afine subspaces of the real plane R*, and that E (not an affine subspace) is an 
ellipse in the plane. If we take as F the filter consisting of R* itself, together with 
all points in E and all lines which contain one or more points of E, then 1 @F is 
the lattice of flats of the real Bolyai-Lobatschewski plane, since it can clearly be 
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considered as the points and chords of the ellipse, together with the ellipse itself 
and the empty set. 
The third example is the one in the title of this paper. For L and M bounded 
lattices we define the rectangular product of L and M by 
LCIM = {(x, y): x E L, y E M, x, y + 0) U ((0, 0)). 
Alternatively, L Cl M can be described by 
LO M = 1 CII [(L\(O)) x (M\(O)]. 
L Cl M is a v-sublattice of the direct product L x M. For the remainder of the 
paper, the discussion will concentrate on LO M. In Section 2, we will describe 
our motivation for investigating LO M, and present some examples. Section 3 
will describe general lattice properties preserved by rectangular products, while 
Section 4 will describe some more specialized properties and their interaction 
with rectangular products. Finally, in Section 5 we give necessary and sufficient 
conditions for an abstract lattice to be a rectangular product of a pair of lattices. 
2. Motivation and examples 
A convex polyrope is defined to be the convex hull of a finite set of points in D” 
where D is an ordered division ring. A subset 9 of a convex polytope 9 is called 
a face of .9? if whenever 9 contains an interior point of a segment in 9, it contains 
both endpoints of the segment. The faces of a convex polytope, ordered by set 
inclusion, form a lattice, and the so-called Rademacher-Steinitz problem to 
characterize the face lattices of convex polytopes is unsolved (see [14], p. 78). 
Polytopes with isomorphic face lattices are called combinatorially equivalent, and 
Lindstrom [12] has shown that every convex polytope is combinatorially 
equivalent to a real convex polytope. 
If 9’ and $ are real polytopes in R” and R” respectively, then one can form a 
new polytope 9 Cl 2 in R”+m given by 
C-!?o9 = ((x1, X2, . * * , %I, Yl, y2, . f f 9 ym):x E 9, y E 92). 
Denoting by 9(p) and 9($) the face lattices of 9 and 9 respectively, it is not 
difficult to show the following: 
Theorem 1. 9( 9 0 22) = 9( 9) q S(9). 
Examples. The rectangular product of a two segments is a rectangle as can be 
seen in Fig. 1. Here the vertices of the rectangle are labelled as ordered pairs of 
vertices, one from each segment; and each edge of the rectangle corresponds to a 
pair consisting of a vertex of one segment, together with the entire other 
segment. Thus the edge ((a, c), (a, d)) of the rectangle corresponds to the vertex 
a 
1 Cl 
b 
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a and the segment (c, d). Since the face lattice of a segment is the Boolean 
algebra 2*, the rectangular product of 2* with itself is the face lattice of the 
rectangle given in Fig. 2. Since this lattice is non-modular, it follows that: 
Theorem 2. Neither modularity nor distributivity is preserved by taking rectangu- 
lar products. 
<rb,cd) 
Fig. 2. 
Our second example also demonstrates the rectangular product of two Boolean 
algebras. Here if 9 is the triangle and Y a segment, their rectangular product is 
the trough as shown in Fig. 3. The faces of this trough are the empty set, together 
with pairs (5, %), where 9 is a face of 57 and % a face of 9’. The resulting lattice, 
like that in our first example, is neither distributive nor modular. Furthermore it 
is not uniquely complemented, as the following theorem illustrates. 
Theorem 3. Let a and b be nonzero elements of lattices L and h4 respectively, with 
a’ a complement of a and b’ a complement of b. Then in LOM (a, b) has as 
complements (a’, l), (1, b’), and (a’, b’). 
Fig. 3. 
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Proof. (a, b) v (a’, 1) = ( a v a’, b v 1) = (1, 1). Since a A a’ = 0 in L we have 
(a, b) A (a’, 1) = (0, 0). The case for (1, b’) is proved similarly. 
(a, b) v (a’, b’) = (1, I), while (a, b) A (a’, b’) = (0, 0). Cl 
3. Properties of rectangular products 
Our intent here is to discuss rectangular products of general abstract lattices, 
with emphasis on properties preserved under the rectangular product construc- 
tion. We will leave any discussion of specialized face lattice properties until the 
next section. 
Arguably the simplest type of lattice is the n-element chain (which we denote 
n). Rectangular products of these chains are easy to classify; we do so in the next 
theorem, and illustrate 304 in Fig. 4. 
q = P 9 
Fig. 4. 
Theorem4. IIzOn~1C3(rn-lX~). 
Proof. ~G3(m-lx~)=(O,O)~{(u,b):u~g, bEg;u,b#O}=~Og. 0 
In the case of the two-element chain, more can be said, for this lattice acts as 
an identity for the operation 0. 
Theorem 5. 20 L = L for any lattice L. 
Proof. ZCIL = (0,O) W ((1, u : u E L, u # 0)) which is isomorphic to L under the ) 
mapping I/J, given by +(a, 1) = u and ~(0, 0) = 0. 0 
Corollary. L KIM is uniquely complemented if and only if one of the factors is 
uniquely complemented and the other is isomorphic to 2. 
Proof. Sufficiency follows immediately from Theorem 5. To prove necessity, let 
L 0 M be uniquely complemented. Let a and b be nonzero elements of L and M 
respectively, and let (c, d) be the unique complement of (a, b). Thus a v c and 
b v d are equal to 1 in their respective lattices, while one of a A c and b A d is 0. 
If a A c = 0, then c is a complement of a in L. If c’ is another complement then 
(c’, d) is another complement of (a, b) in L q M. Thus L is uniquely comple- 
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mented. If b # 1, then (a, 1) is a second complement of (c, d), a contradiction. 
Thus IV=& cl 
Since 1 Cl L is isomorphic to the trivial lattice 1, we will assume from now on 
that our lattices are bounded with at least two elements. 
Theorem 6. Zf M is a sublattice of L1 containing the 0 of L1, then M 0 L2 is a 
sublattice of L1 Cl Lz. 
Proof. Clearly M 0 L2 c L, Cl Lz, and for (a, b) and (c, d) in M q L,, their join in 
this lattice agrees with that in L1 0 La. If (a, b) A (c, d) = (a A c, b A d) in 
L1 Cl Lz, then the same will occur in M 0 L2. Since a A c is 0 in M if and only if 
the same holds in L1, then in this case (a A c, b A d) = (0, 0) in both lattices. 
Furthermore, when b A d = 0 in L2, then (a, b) A (c, d) = (0,O) in both rectangu- 
lar products. Thus M 0 L2 is a sublattice of L, Cl L2. 0 
Clearly L1 0 L2 and L2 •i L1 are isomorphic, hence by Theorems 5 and 6 we 
have: 
Corollary. L, is always a sublattice of L1 El L,. 
Atoms. Following the notation in [6], we call a lattice atomic when every nonzero 
element is the join of the atoms it dominates (this is called atomistic in [9] and 
[131)- 
Theorem 7. Completeness and atomic@ are preserved by taking rectangular 
products. 
Proof. Since rectangular products preserve arbitrary joins, completeness is 
clearly preserved under this construction. 
The atoms of L1 Cl L2 are the elements (p, q) where p and q are atoms of L, 
and L2 respectively. If a and b are nonzero elements of L1 and Lz, then in the 
rectangular product we have (a, b) = (Vi pi, vi qi), where the pi and qj are the 
atoms under a and b respectively. But this is clearly equal to v (pk, qk), where 
the join is taken over all pairs (pi, qj) of atoms under (a, b). 
Rectangular products do not in general have the atomic exchange property, 
regardless of whether their components do. For, if we can select p1 s q, v a, in 
LI, withp,Ka,, withp2<a2, while q2 4: a2 in L2 where the pi and qi are atoms, 
then we have 
(PI,PI)~(~I~~~)~ (a1,~2) in LIOL, 
(pl, ~2) 4: (4, ~2) [since pl* 4 
but(q,,q2)4:(plrp2)v(a,,a,)=(plva,,a,). •I 
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Lattices whose members are convex sets often have the anti-exchange property 
[p < q v a and p 4: a imply that q Cp v u] studied by Edelman in [8], the author 
in [3], and by the author and Birkhoff in [7]. This property is preserved by 
rectangular products, as the following theorem shows. 
Theorem 8. For atomic lattices L, and L,, L1 0 L2 has the anti-exchange property 
if and only if both L1 and L2 do. 
Proof. Suppose first that L1 and L2 have the anti-exchange property. If 
(p, q) 6 (a, b) v (r, s) while (p, q) 4: (a, b), with p, q, r and s atoms, then 
without loss of generality we may assume that p 4: a. Hence in L1, p < a v r with 
p 4: a, whence r Q: a v p, and thus (r, s) 4: (a, b) v (p, q). 
Conversely suppose p G a v r in L1 with p and r atoms and p 4: a. Let q be an 
atom of L2. Then in L1 El L2 we have 
(P, 4) s (u7 4) v (r, 4) 
(p, 4) 4: (u, 4) [since P C 4 
Thus (r, q) 4: (P, q) v (6 q), 
whence r Cp v a in L1. Cl 
An atomic lattice L is said to be biutomic if whenever a and b are nonzero 
elements of L with p (an atom) <a v b, then there are atoms a, <a and b, <b 
with p <aI v bI. (See [3] and [5] f or a discussion of such lattices.) As is the case 
with the anti-exchange property, a rectangular product is biatomic exactly when 
both its factors are. 
Theorem 9. L1 q L2 is biutomic if and only if L1 and L2 are. 
Proof. If L1 and L2 are biatomic, suppose (p, q) is an atom under (a, b) v (c, d) 
in L1 0 Lz. Then p G u v c in L1, whence there are atoms a, and c1 under a and c 
respectively with p G ~1 v ~1. Similarly q < bI v d, for atoms b, and dI in Lz. This 
implies that (p, q) s (a~, b,) v ( cl, d,) in the rectangular product. 
Conversely if L1 0 L2 is biatomic, let p s a v c in L1 with p an atom. For q any 
atom of L2 we have (p, q) < (a, q) v (c, q) in L1 0 L2. Thus there are atoms 
(aI, q) and (c,, q) with (p, 4)s (u,, q) v (cl, q), so p sul v cl and L is 
biatomic. 0 
Corollary. Let L1 and L, be biutomic such that L1 has the anti-exchange property 
while L2 does not. Then L1 0 L2 is a biutomic lattice which has neither the exchange 
nor the anti-exchange property. 
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As is obvious from Fig. 4, the height of the rectangular product 3 04 [ht(304)] 
is 4, which is ht(3) + ht(4) - 1. For lattices with well-defined height functions, this 
will always be the case. 
Theorem 10. Zf L, and L2 are lattices with well-defined height functions, then so is 
L1ClL2, and 
ht(L, Cl L2) = ht(L,) + ht(Lz) - 1. 
Proof. Suppose 
o=x~<<xl<<x~<<*~~<<x,=l 
andO=y,,<<y,<<xf<<...<<yk=l 
be maximal chains in L1 and L2 respectively, where << stands for “is covered 
by”. Then 
(0, 0) << (x1, Y1) << (x*9 Y,) << ** . << (%I, Y1) << (x,9 Y*) <<. . . << (x,, Y/J 
is a maximal chain of length n + k - 1 in L1 0 L2 between (0,O) and (1,l). 0 
Corollary. An element of the form (p, 1) in L1 Cl L2 with p an atom, has height 
ht(L,), while an element of the form (1, 4) with q an atom has height ht(Li). More 
generally, for p an atom of L1, ht(p, x) = ht(x) for all x E Lz. 
Corollary. When p is an atom of L1, the interval sublattice [(0, 0), (p, l)] of 
LIO L2 is isomorphic to Lz; likewise [(0, 0), (1, q)] is isomorphic to L1 when q is 
an atom of Lz. Therefore, when p and r are both atoms of L1, [(0, 0), (p, l)] and 
[(0, 0), (r, l)] are isomorphic. 
Modularity. It follows immediately from the definition of rectangular products 
that L1 0 L2 is a join sublattice of the direct product L, x Lz, and that nonzero 
meets agree in the rectangular and direct products. Hence any equation which is 
satisfied by L1 x L2 will be satisfied in sublattices of L1 Cl L2 which do not contain 
(0,O). For example, if L1 and Lz are distributive, then the interval sublattices 
[(a, b), (1, l)] in L1cl L2 are distributive whenever (a, b) # (0, 0). Maeda [13] 
defines a lattice L to be weakly modular when x A y # 0 implies that x and y form 
a modular pair (denoted xMy). These remarks yield the first part of this theorem 
immediately. 
Theorem 11. Zf L1 and L2 are modular, then L1 Cl L, is weakly modular. Zf L1 and 
L2 are weakly modular, so is L1 0 Lz. 
Proof. Suppose (aI, a2) A (b,, b2) # (0,O). Then ai A bi f 0 for i = 1,2. For 
(c,, c2)s (b,, b,), we have Ci C bi and thus Ci v (ai A bi) = (ci v ai) A bi for i = 
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1, 2. Therefore, 
(Cl, c2) ” {(a19 a2) A h b2)) 
= (Cl, c2) ” (a1 A h, 112 A b2) 
= ((CI ” (4 A h), C2 ” (a2 A b2)) 
= ((Cl ” 4) A b13 (C2 ” a21 A b2)) 
= (‘G ” 4, C2 ” a2) A (h, b2) 
= {(C,, C2) ” (6, U2)) A @‘I, 62). 0 
M.F. Janowitz (personal communication to the author) has characterized 
when a rectangular product is modular. We use his method to prove the 
following. 
Theorem 12. L1 0 L2 is a subluttice of L1 X L2 if and only if 
(a) L1 or L2 is isomorphic to 2 or 
(b) L1 and L2 are prime (a lattice being prime if x A y = 0 implies that x = 0 or 
y =O). 
Proof. If neither L1 nor L2 is isomorphic to 2 and if there are nonzero elements a 
and c in L1 such that a A c = 0, choosing d in Lz different from 0 and 1 we have 
(a, 1) A (c, 1) = (a, d) A (c, d) = (0, 0) in L, 0 L2 
but 
(a, 1) A (c, 1) = (0, 1) # (0, d) = (a, d) A (c, d) in L1 x L2. 
If (a) is true, then L1 = 2 implies L1 •i L2 = L2 which is a sublattice of the direct 
product. 
L1 0 L2 is always a join sublattice of L1 x L2, with nonzero meets agreeing in 
both lattices as well. Hence if (b) holds, we assume (a, b) A (c, d) = (0, 0) in 
L1 0 Lz. Then a A c = 0 or b A d = 0. In the former case a or c is 0. Assuming 
a = 0, then since (a, b) E L1 0 L2, b = 0 as well. Thus (a, b) A (c, d) = (0, 0) A 
(c, d) = (0 A c, 0 A d) = (0, 0) in L, X L2 as well, and L1 0 L2 is a sublattice of 
L,xL,. q 
Corollary. The following are equivalent: 
(1) L, q Lz is modular (distributive) 
(2) L1 and L2 are modular (distributive) and 
(a) L1 or L2 is isomorphic to 2 or 
(b) L1 and Lz are prime. 
Proof. In this case the rectangular product is a sublattice of the direct product 
which is modular (distributive). 
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As sublattices of a modular (distributive) lattice, L1 and L2 are also modular 
(distributive). If neither lattice is isomorphic to 2, select d in L2 different from 0 
and 1, and let a and c be nonzero elements of L1 whose meet is 0. Then 
[(a, d) v (c, I)] A (a, 1) = (a, 1) f (a, 4 = (a, 4 v [(c, 1) A (a, 11, 
whence L1 0 L2 is neither modular nor distributive. 
Since all joins, and nonzero meets agree in L1 0 L2 and L1 x Lz, these results 
follow immediately from the previous discussions. 0 
Theorem 13. (1) Any sublattice of L1 Cl L, which does not contain (0, 0) is also a 
subluttice of L1 x L2. 
(2) Zf L1 and L2 belong to some variety “lr, the subluttices of their rectangular 
product which do not contain (0, 0) also belong to ‘K 
4. Face lattice properties in rectangular products 
In this section we will always assume lattices to be finite and atomic. Our 
purpose here is to show that the rectangular product construction preserves 
individually the various known properties of face lattices of convex polytopes. 
Further discussion of face lattice properties can be found in Section 3 of [4]. 
Theorem 14. Zf L1 and L2 are relatively complemented, so is L, 0 Lf. 
Proof. If (a, b) < (c, d) < (e, f) in L1 •i Lz, then we have a < c c e in L, and 
b s d S f in L2. Then (c’, d’) is a relative complement of (c, d) in the interval 
[(a, b), (e, f)] of the rectangular product, where c’ and d’ are relative 
complements of c and d respectively in the intervals [a, e] and [b, f]. 0 
Face lattices have the property that every interval sublattice of height 2 is 
isomorphic to z2 [l]. This property is preserved by taking rectangular products. 
To show this, we need a lemma on coverings. 
Lemma. In L1 0 Lz, for (a, b) nonzero, (a, b) << (c, d) if and only if a = c and 
b << d or a << c and b = d. (0,O) is covered by elements of the form (p, q) where p 
and q are atoms. 
Proof. The proof is immediate. 0 
Theorem 15. Zf L, and L2 have the property that every interval sublattice of height 
two is isomorphic to z2, so does L, Cl L2. 
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Proof. Up to symmetry, the only possibilities for intervals of height two are: 
(0, 0) <<(P, 4) << (PY b) 
(a, c) << (4 4 << (a, e) 
and (a, c) << (a, 4 << (f, 4, 
where p and q are atoms, b is of height 2 in Lz, c << d << e in L2, and a <<fin L,. 
In the first two cases, the theorem follows from the property holding in L2, 
in the third case, the element (f, c) is the element needed to complete the 
sublattice 2*. Cl 
The Jordan-Dedekind chain condition holds in a lattice if any two maximal 
chains with common smallest and largest elements have the same length. This 
property of face lattices is preserved by taking rectangular products. 
Theorem 16. Zf L1 and L2 satisfy the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition, so does 
L1OL*. 
Proof. Let 
(ao, b,) << (al, 6,) <<. *- << (a,, 6,) 
be a maximal chain in L1 0 L2. If n = 1, then we have a covering, and only one 
maximal chain between the two endpoints. If n = 2, the proof of the preceding 
theorem shows that there are only two maximal chains between the two 
endpoints, each of length 2. 
Assume that whenever there is a maximal chain of length k between (uo, 6,) 
and (uk, bk), then every maximal chain between these elements has length k, and 
let 
(1) (a,, 6,) << (ai, 6,) <<. . - << (G+~, b+d and 
(2) (a.,, 6,) << (cl,4 <<. . . << (cm 42 = &+I, b,c+J 
be maximal chains. Without loss of generality, we may assume a, = a, and 
b,, << 6,. There are now two cases: 
chfms(a,, 6,) << ( ci, b,), i.e. d, = bO. In this instance, consider the four maximal 
(1) (a,, 6,) << (ao, 6,) << (a,, 6,) <<a - + << &+I, b/c+J 
(b) (ao, 6,) << (ao, 6,) << (c,, 6,) << - - - << &+I, b/c+,) 
(c) (ao, 6,) << (cl, h,) << (cl, 6,) << - . . << &+I, b/c+d 
(2) (a,,, 6,) << (c,, 4) << (~2, d2) << - - - << G/c-cl, bk+d. 
The length of (1) is k + 1. By ignoring the first term of (b) and of (l), the 
induction hypothesis implies that the length of (b) is k + 1 as well. The induction 
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hypothesis gives the length of every chain from (a,,, b,) to (cr, 6,) as 2, whence 
the length of (c) is k + 1. But since d1 = bO, (c) and (2) have the same length; thus 
the length of (2) is k + 1. 
(ii) (uO, b,) << (ao, d,), i.e. cl = a,. Here we have maximal chains 
(3) (a~, by) << (a~, bi) CC * * * CC (uo, bi v dr) CC. . * << (Q+~, bk+i) and 
(4) (a09 bo) << (a09 d,) << ** * << (ao, bl v 4) << * * * cc (c&+1, &+I). 
The chains from (uo, b,) to (a,, b, v d,) have the same lengths, as do the chains 
from (uo, b1 v d,) to the end, so chains (3) and (4) have the same length. But this 
is one more than the length of the chain from (a,, b,) to the end, so the length of 
the two chains above is k + 1. Since a0 = cl, this forces the length of chain (2) to 
be k + 1 as well. Cl 
The face lattice of a convex polytope always has the same number of elements 
of even height as of odd height [lo]. This property is preserved by taking 
rectangular products as well. 
Theorem 17. Let L1 and L2 each have the same number of elements of even and 
odd height. Then the number of elements in L1 0 L2 of even height is equal to the 
number of elements of odd height. 
Proof. Suppose that ei and Oi stand for the numbers of elements in Li of even and 
odd height respectively. The height of (0,O) is zero (even), and nonzero element 
(a, b) has height given by ht(u) + ht(b) - 1. Thus (a, b) has even height if a and b 
have different parity, and odd height if a and b are both even or both odd. 
Thus L1Cl L2 has (er - l)(o*) + (o,)(e, - 1) + 1 elements of even height and 
(el - l)(e2 - 1) + (oJ(o*) elements of odd height. Each of these numbers equals 
e,e,!+o,o,-e,-e;?+l. 17 
In his paper [l], characterizing face lattices of convex polytopes of height 4 or 
less, Altschuler used a condition to which we give his name. 
A lattice satisfies the Altschuler condition if whenever x is an element of height 
3 or greater, the atoms under x cannot be split into disjoint sets &? and 9 such 
that for p E Se and q E 3, p v q always equals x. 
Theorem 18. Zf L1 and L2 satisfy the Altschuler condition, so does L1 0 L2. 
Proof. Suppose ht(x, y) 3 3. If x or y is an atom, then by the corollary to 
Theorem 10, and the fact that the Altschuler condition is satisfied in both factor 
lattices, the atoms under (x, y) cannot be split into disjoint sets as described in 
the condition. 
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Now suppose neither x nor y is an atom, and that there are sets of atoms of 
L1 0 L2, .& and 9, such that 
(1) Se U 92 = the atoms under (x, y) 
(2) &YrlB=O 
(3) (p, q) E & and (r, s) E 9 imply (p v q, r v s) = (x, y). 
Let &r and .c& be the first and second elements of pairs in ZZZ, define C?& and C& 
similarly. d1 and .9$ satisfy conditions (1) and (3) for x in L1, hence x has height 
2 or there is an atom p in &I II %. But this implies that (p, q) E ~4, and 
(p, r) E 2.3, whence (x, y) = (p, q v r), and x is an atom. Therefore, x has height 2 
and til fl W1 is empty. Similarly y has height 2, whence x = p v q and y = r v s 
with p, q, r, s atoms. If (p, r) is in a then so is (p, s) since (p, r) v (p, s) # 
(x, y); similarly (q, s) and (q, r) are in d. Thus we can show that all atoms under 
(x, y) are in the same set, a contradiction. 0 
5. Characterization of rectangular products 
The aim in this final section is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
abstract lattice L to be a rectangular product. The characterization revolves 
around the concept of the filters on a rectangular product consisting of pairs, one 
of whose entries is the 1 of the appropriate factor lattice. More specifically, let 
L = L1 0 Lz. We define 
F,={(x, l):xEL,,x#O}, 
and 
Fz = ((1, Y) :y E Lz, y f 0). 
The following theorem is immediate. 
Theorem 19. Let L = L, Cl L2. Then 
(1) F,f-lF,={l} in L 
(2) F, and F2 are order fiiters on L 
(3) ZfaEFIandbEF2, thenar\b#O 
(4) For each nonzero x in L, there are unique elements xi E 6 with x =x1 A x2. 
(5) I CB fi is a sublattice of L for each i. 
Corollary. FI and F2 are maximal with respect to the properties in Theorem 19. 
Proof. If (a, b) E 4 with neither b not equal to 1, then (a, b) = (a, 1) A (1, b) = 
(a, b) A (1, 1) which contradicts (4). Cl 
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Coatoms. Our earlier discussion of covering in rectangular products makes it 
clear that the only coatoms in LIO L2 are of the form (c,, 1) and (1, cZ), where 
the ci are coatoms of the Li- Furthermore, if two coatoms of a rectangular 
product have zero meet, then they are (by property (3) above) both in the same 
filter 4. 
There are two types of elements of height n - 2, where the height of the 
rectangular product is IZ. These are of the form (c,, c2) where the ci are coatoms 
of the Li. Because of property (4) above this element has only the coatoms (cl, 1) 
and (1, c2) above it, together with (l,l). An element of the form (ai, 1) is also of 
height n - 2 whenever al is covered by a coatom in L1. Any coatom above (aI, 1) 
must be in Fr. 
Property (4) provides a connection with modularity as follows: 
Theorem 20. Zf a E FI and b E F2 with a A b # 0, then a and b form a dual modular 
pair (written aM*b). 
Proof. If dual modularity fails, there is an element c > b with c A (a v b) > (c A 
a) v b. But since a v b = 1 (by (1) since each E is an order filter) this means that 
c > (c A a) v b. 
Since b is in F,, so is c, whence c A a #O. But c A a is also equal to 
[(cAa)vb]Aa, and since (cAa)vb>bEF2, we have a contradiction of 
(4). 0 
We now turn our attention to an abstract lattice L, having order filters which 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 19. 
Theorem 21. Let L be a lattice with F, and F2 order 
AXE. 
(4) i CD 6 is a sublattice of L for each i, 
then if a and b are minimal elements of Z$, the interval sublattices [0, a] and [0, b] 
of L are isomorphic to each other and to 1 G9 F2. 
Proof. If O<c<a in L, then c=c,Ac2, where ci E 4. Thus c A a = cl A c2 A a. 
But a A cl 2 cl E F,. Since a is minimal in F,, a = cl, whence c = a A c2. Thus we 
may define a mapping Q, : [0, a] + I@ F2, given by 
v(O) = 0 and 
V(C) = c2 where c = a A c2 as described above. 
We note that ~(a) = 1 since a = a A 1. 
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If c # d, then c2 # dZ, otherwise c = a A c2 = a A d2 = d, so Q, is one-to-one. If 
misinF,, thena~m~[O,a],and~(a~m)=m,so~isonto.IfO~c~d~a, 
then uAc2GaAd2. But uAc2=uA(c2Ad2) whence c2Ad2=c2, and c2<d2, 
so rp preserves < . Conversely, c2 < d2 clearly implies a A c2 6 a A d2, so cppl also 
preserves G , whence Q, is an isomorphism. Cl 
Theorem 22. Zf L has order filters FI and F2 satisfying (1) and (4) of Theorem 21, 
along with 
(2’) Zf a E FI and b E F2, then a A b #O, uM*b, and bM*u. 
(3’) Given x # 0 E L, there are elements x1 E FI and x2 E F2 with x =x1 A x2, 
then the c1 and c2 in (3’) are unique; i.e. (3) of Theorem 21 holds, and hence the 
conclusion of Theorem 21 holds. 
Proof. If c = cl A c2 = d, A d2, for c#O, then c = (cl A d,) A d2, whence 
d2M*(cI hd,) fails unless c1 A dI = dI. Similarly c1 A dI = c1 and c1 = dI. The 
proof that d, = d2 is analogous. 0 
We conclude with the characterization theorem for rectangular products. 
Theorem 23. Let L be a lattice with order filters FI and F2 satisfying: 
(1) Fin&=1 in L 
(2) Zf a E FI and b E F2 then a A b #O, uM*b, and bM*u 
(3) Zf x # 0 in L, then there are elements xi in & with x =x1 A x2 
(4) 1 @ 4 is a sublattice of L for i = 1, 2, 
thenforL,=_1C13FIundL2=1CBF2, L=LIUL2. 
Proof. We will show that L\(O) = FI x F2. We can identify FI with FI x (1) and F2 
with {l}XF,. For c#O in L, c=c1~c2 and we identify c with (ci, c2) or 
(ci, 1) A (1, c2). Conversely for a in FI and b in F2, (a, b) is identified with a A b 
or equivalently with (a, 1) A (1, b). Thus we have a mapping 
Q, : L\(O) + FI x F2 given by 
q,(c) = (Cl, c2). 
q is clearly one-to-one by the uniqueness of the representation of an element 
which follows from (2) and (3). If a is in F, and b is in F2, then a A b # 0 by (2) 
whence a A b E L\(O), and Q, is onto. If cl A c2 = c G d = dI A d2, then c = c A d 
whence 
cl A c2 = c A d = (cl A d,) A (c2 A d,) 
with ci A di in l$, whence ci A di = ci. Thus ci s di, and cp preserves G . It is easily 
seen that cp-l also preserves =5 , so c-p is an isomorphism. Cl 
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